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25% of them present handwriting difficulties

9% of them have dysgraphia

The market 

An application useful for the remediation but also for learning 
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What are handwriting difficulties? 

Critical consequences on the child’s school curriculum but also on his/her behaviour 
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Poor writing skills

Adults negative 
feedback

Avoidance of 
handwriting

Lack of handwriting 
opportunities

           Anxiety 

           Self-esteem



How handwriting difficulties are detected? 

The BHK test 
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Subjectivity

Relies on human 
judgement. 

Small (60%) inter-
rater agreement.

Experts needs to be 
trained to acquire 
the expertise for 

grading. 

Grading takes time.

Costly

Takes 5 minutes for 
children to pass 

the test.  

Takes 15 minutes to 
correct it.

Time-consuming

Test done on paper: 
All the dynamic, 
pressure and tilt 
characteristics of 

handwriting are not 
perceivable.

Neglect 
informations

Current tests are full of limitations 

A test that needs to be adapted in the era of digitalization 
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Static

Kinematic

Pressure

Tilt

Asselborn et al., Automated human-level diagnosis of dysgraphia using a consumer tablet, 2019

Une tablette au secours des élèves qui peinent à écrire

Dynamico - une tablette contre les dysgraphies

Handwriting analysis 

Digital tablets can capture previously unavailable characteristics such as kinematics, pressure or tilt 
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Asselborn et al., Extending the spectrum of dysgraphia, a data driven strategy to estimate handwriting quality, 2020



Analysis of handwriting difficulties 

For a deeper, faster, multidimensional, more frequent, language-independent and more objective handwriting analysis 
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Asselborn et al., Extending the spectrum of dysgraphia, a data driven strategy to estimate handwriting quality, 2020

Asselborn et al., Automated human-level diagnosis of dysgraphia using a consumer tablet, 2019

Asselborn et al., The transferability of handwriting skills: from the Cyrillic to the Latin alphabet, 2020
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Asselborn et al., Extending the spectrum of dysgraphia, a data driven strategy to estimate handwriting quality, 2020

Analysis of handwriting difficulties 

There are different varieties of handwriting difficulties! 
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Remediation of handwriting difficulties 

Several adaptive and adapted remediation activities targeting specific handwriting weaknesses 
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Fine motor skills Control of the pressure Handwriting automation

Control of the tilt Finger dexterity Letter shapes and pen lifts



We are creating a community 
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Canton de Vaud Canton de Neuchâtel

Ecole Sacré coeur Sion
Ecole Acacias Neuchâtel

Institution Lavigny

Ecole Publique Bernex

Ecole Publique Laringes

Ecole Publique Vacheresse

Ecole Publique Abondance

Ecole Publique Chevenoz

Canton de Fribourg

Graphydis (90 therapists)

CHUV Hospital

APHP Paris

5E (40 therapists in 
France) Seric Ergotherapie Ergo Leman

DIP Geneve CHU Nice

CMPP Reims

Institut Florimont

Canton de Zoug

Circonscription Evian les bains (47 schools)International school Geneva

International school Lausanne

Ecole de Cormanon
München schools (15 schools)

Ecole Marin

Ecole Fleurier Ecoles Chaux-de-fond Ecoles Glanes

Scuola universitaria pro della Svizzera ItalianaSMPS Sion

SOS écriture Psychomotricité Suisse CHU Tours

PH Bern (10 schools)

PPLS Vaud

Hospital Tokyo
UNIGE Geneve

Ninsiba formation



Link for the beta version  
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If you want to test the application, you simply need 

• An iPad with the Apple Pencil 

• This link: https://go.epfl.ch/dynamico-test (lien a ouvrir dans un iPad) 

• More info (www.dynamico.ch)

https://go.epfl.ch/dynamico-test
http://www.dynamico.ch
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Thank you for your attention
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Save time and energy with our 
analysis system and find out things 
that couldn’t be seen with a paper 

and a pen.

Prepare lessons, let children work 
autonomously on their weaknesses 

and monitor your students' 
progression.

Children can practice handwriting at 
home with adapted games to work on 

their specific weaknesses.

Different versions of Dynamico 

Functionalities adapted to the segment www.dynamico.ch 

53,5M children in elementary school*2.6M classes*689K private therapists*

*in the following countries:

http://www.dynamico.ch

